
 

 

ABSTRACT 

YOUNGS, EDWARD JEFFREY. Snapshot Imaging Fourier Transform Spectropolarimeter. 
(Under the direction of Dr. Michael Kudenov.) 

 Hyperspectral imaging technologies are extremely important because chemical 

composition can be directly related to the optical spectrum information. This technology has 

applications in a huge variety of fields, from biomedical imaging to food security to 

surveillance. The snapshot imaging Fourier transform spectropolarimeter (SIFTS) utilizes 

hyperspectral imaging techniques to improve upon conventional Fourier transform 

spectroscopy technologies and has the additional capability to distinguish polarimetric 

information. 

Light incident to the SIFTS device is first passed through a prismatic field stop, which 

establishes the systems’ overall field of view by reflecting away off axis rays via total internal 

reflection. The scene is then imaged into a series of identical sub-images onto a focal plane 

array by a lenslet and aperture array pair. This sub-image array is what captures the spatial 

information of the scene. Superimposed onto this sub-image array is a modulated real 

interference fringe pattern. The base interference pattern is generated by a birefringent 

polarization interferometer, which consists of two birefringent prisms with optical axis 

oriented 90° with respect to one another and a half-wave plate located between the prisms. 

This interference pattern is then modulated by an analyzer array and generating linear polarizer 

behind the interferometer. The analyzer array splits the measurement scene into two halves. 

The top half is modulated by a quarter-wave plate, from whose interference pattern the Stokes 

parameters S1 and S2 can be obtained, providing polarimetric information. The bottom half is 

modulated by a linear polarizer, from whose interference pattern the Stokes parameters S0 and 

S2 can be obtained, providing spectral information. The focal plane array then obtains a 



 

snapshot measurement of the two interference channels and sub-image array (i.e., the spectral, 

polarimetric, and spatial measurements). 

 The initial measurement undergoes responsivity correction, dark frame subtraction, and 

flat field normalization to reduce the noise in the measurement. Each measurement is then 

registered to form a hyperspectral data cube with the dimensions x-location, y-location, OPD. 

SIFTS data analysis follows a transfer equation model. A transfer matrix is generated by 

obtaining a series of monochromatic measurements across the spectral range of the SIFTS. 

Applying this transfer matrix to the measurements yields the Stokes parameters of the 

measurement scene. This can be determined on a per-pixel basis, allowing the SIFTS to obtain 

spectral and polarimetric measurements for distinct objects located within the same scene. 
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1.0 CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Hyperspectral imaging basics 

The snapshot imaging Fourier transform spectropolarimeter (SIFTS) is, at its heart, a 

hyperspectral imaging technique, and as such it is of vital importance to understand this 

technique to understand the SIFTS functionality. For standard RGB color imaging, only three 

wavelength channels are utilized, those being red, green, and blue. In hyperspectral imaging 

applications, many more color channels are introduced. A comparison of standard RGB color 

imaging and hyperspectral imaging is shown in Figure 1. As the number of color channels 

increases, the system begins to be capable of modeling a near-continuous spectral bandpass. 

 

Figure 1: RGB imaging system (left) vs hyperspectral imaging system (right). 

 The goal in imaging spectroscopy applications, both RGB and hyperspectral, is to 

obtain a 3-dimensional measurement, referred to as a data cube, in which two of the dimensions 

correspond to spatial position (x,y) and the third dimension represents optical wavelength (λ). 

Using this data cube allows a user to analyze, on a per-pixel basis, the spectral radiance of the 

measured scene. 
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 Hyperspectral imaging techniques have an enormous variety of real-world applications, 

from biomedical imaging to surveillance, because spectral information can be directly related 

to chemical composition. For example, to determine what an industrial facility is producing, a 

hyperspectral measurement of that facility and the surrounding area can be remotely obtained. 

From the measured spectrum, the chemical compounds within that scene can be determined. 

By analyzing the chemical compounds contained in the scene, an inference can be made to the 

industrial processes occurring within that facility. Alternatively, hyperspectral imaging 

techniques can be applied to agricultural applications. In this case, the health of a crop can be 

determined remotely and non-destructively via a hyperspectral measurement. From the 

spectrum obtained by the measurement, a diagnosis can be made on the health of that crop and, 

if necessary, an agricultural process can be implemented to rectify the detected issue. These 

examples demonstrate just a few of the fields these technologies could be applied to. 

1.2 Scanning, imaging Fourier transform spectroscopy 

The Michelson interferometer serves to demonstrate a conventional scanning, imaging 

Fourier transform spectroscopy method. A diagram of the Michelson interferometer is shown 

in Figure 2. Light from a source is collimated into a beam splitter (BS). This beam splitter 

splits and redirects the incident light onto two mirrors (M1 and M2). These mirrors reflect the 

light back into the beam splitter, which combines and redirects the light again onto an 

objective lens. This lens focuses the light onto a detector, which returns an intensity value of 

the light incident to it. 
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Figure 2: Conventional Michelson interferometer diagram. 

 The optical path difference (OPD) is defined as the difference between the optical 

path lengths of the redirected light prior to recombination. One of the mirrors (M1) can be 

modulated such that its distance from the beam splitter (d1) is altered. This allows the OPD 

to be changed between successive measurements. For some input source, an interferogram 

can be obtained by collecting a series of intensity measurements across a range of OPD. A 

radiant spectrum of the source light can then be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier 

transform of this interferogram. 

1.3 Project Goals 

Looking to improve upon conventional technology, the stated goals of the SIFTS project 

are twofold. Firstly, to develop an ultra-compact, monolithic snapshot imaging 
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spectropolarimeter architecture as a tool for sensing and monitoring. Secondly, to demonstrate 

this imaging spectropolarimeter in the visible portion of the optical spectrum.  

1.4 Overview of this Thesis 

This thesis focuses on the fundamental operation of the SIFTS device to obtain 

measurements and the associated software algorithms for interpreting those measurements into 

spatial, spectral, and polarimetric information. This chapter begins by describing the worth of 

remote sensing of scenes as well as some background on current technologies for obtaining 

this information. Chapter Two covers the optical processes the SIFTS implements to obtain 

interferometric measurements. Chapter Three discusses the algorithms for interpreting these 

measurements into the Stokes parameters, from which the spectral and polarimetric 

information can be acquired, and overall calibration of the system. Chapter Four will conclude 

the thesis and looks at suggestions for future work for the SIFTS data analysis and architecture.  
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2.0 CHAPTER 2: SIFTS optical system 

The SIFTS is designed to improve upon conventional hyperspectral imaging techniques 

by implementing a birefringent, common path interferometer. This lends a higher degree of 

compactness and ruggedness to the system. Additionally, the common path interferometer is a 

polarization-dependent optical instrument. This polarization dependency can be leveraged to 

make polarization measurements, in addition to spectral, by splitting the measurement into two 

channels and creating polarization-dependent interferograms. Prior work from T. Mu has 

demonstrated this capability with the use of both Savart plates and Wollaston prism 

interferometers in temporally scanned configurations [1] [2] [3] [4]. By leveraging this 

polarization sensitivity with the SIFTS [5], we can increase the temporal resolution at the cost 

of decreasing spatial and spectral resolution [6]. Additionally, by producing a division of 

aperture system, we are interferometrically modulating the incident Stokes parameters onto a 

spatial carrier frequency. This technique is fundamentally similar to channeled imaging 

polarimetry [7] [8] with the added ability to perform channeled spectropolarimetry [9] in the 

Fourier domain [10]. Additionally, spatial separation of the different channels enables 

reduction in cross-talk experienced with other techniques that leverage e.g., orthogonal spatial 

or spectral measurement dimensions to encode the polarimetric or spectral information, 

respectively [11].  

A schematic of the SIFTS optical layout is shown in Figure 3. The SIFTS system can be 

broken down into two sub-systems: (1) prismatic fore-optic assembly and (2) the SIFTS sensor 

itself. The SIFTS sensor module enables spatial, spectral, and polarimetric detection, while the 

fore-optic limits the field of view of each lenslet to prevent overlapping light from adjacent 

lenslets. These sub-systems are described in turn below. 
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Figure 3: SIFTS complete optical schematic. 

2.1 Prismatic Fore-optic 

The prismatic field stop, shown in Figure 3, establishes the field of view of the system. 

The field stop assembly consists of eight H-LAK10 wedges. The assembly uses the high index 

of refraction of the H-LAK10 material to induce total internal reflection of incident rays which 

are outside of the desired field of view. For this to occur, it is necessary to maintain an air gap 

between each prism. The air in the gap provides the lower index of refraction material 

necessary for total internal reflection to occur at the boundary. 

This design was chosen over a more conventional objective-field stop-collimator design 

because the large physical size of the lenslet array made aberration control challenging over 

the desired field of view. Additionally, the prisms generally produce spatially uniform, and 

therefore correctable, linear polarization effects across the entire lenslet array. The prismatic 

field stop also lends the SIFTS system improved volume compactness and ruggedness at the 

cost of higher weight and density associated with the large glass prisms. 

2.2 SIFTS Sensor 

The SIFTS sensor obtains spatial, spectral, and polarimetric measurements 

simultaneously. A schematic of the SIFTS sensor is displayed in Figure 4. The spatial 
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measurement is captured by a pair of lenslet and aperture arrays which generate and focus an 

array of identical sub-images onto the focal plane array. The spectral and polarimetric 

measurements are obtained by generating, modulating, and super-imposing an interference 

pattern on the sub-image array. Each of these functions is described below. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic for SIFTS sensor. 

2.2.1 Spatial Measurement 

Lenslet and aperture arrays work together to generate an array of theoretically identical 

sub-images of the scene. This sub-image array can be seen in Figure 5. The lenslet and aperture 

arrays pair work together to image the scene, passed along by the fore-optic, onto the focal 

plane array. It is important for each sub-image to occupy a distinct location, because overlap 

between sub-images will distort the information contained in both sub-images, at least in the 

overlapping region. The diameter of the apertures has been designed to establish the specified 

depth of field and reduce the experienced vignetting in each sub-image, as any vignetting 

means information is lost.  The lenslet and aperture arrays are located to focus the sub-image 
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array on to the focal plane array. These sub-images provide the frames (i.e., spatial 

information) which will be utilized to generate the hyperspectral data cube. 

 

Figure 5: Spatial measurement of Air Force bar target. 

The sub-images should theoretically be identical, but, in reality, they are not. Because 

of the size of the array, the sub-images experience a relatively high amount of parallax. This 

parallax introduces a displacement of the imaged scene in neighboring sub-images. Induced 

displacement from parallax could potentially be leveraged for three-dimensional 

reconstructions in the future, but make two-dimensional measurement difficult. To generate an 

accurate hyperspectral data cube, the pixel location in one sub-image should correspond to the 

exact same scene location in all other sub-images. This currently limits the SIFTS functionality 

to relatively distant scenes, since the experienced parallax for far-off scenes is minimal. 

Software algorithms have been explored to correct for the spatial offset, but these are still in 

development. 

There are 12x18 lenslet and aperture pairs in the arrays, which generate 216 sub-

images. This gives the system a total of 216 OPD samples per measurement. However, since 
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the measurement is split into two channels, the SIFTS obtains 108 OPD samples for each of 

the spectral and polarimetric measurements. 

The GE4900 from Allied Vision Technologies has 4872 x 3248 pixels and measures 

36 mm x 24 mm. This corresponds to 7.39 um pixels. This means that the physical size of the 

lenslets required achieve a particular spatial resolution is given by 

 7.39* ,d N   (1) 

where d is the diameter of the lens (assuming circular lenses) and N is the width or height of 

the sub-image in number of pixels. This means that in order to achieve a 256x256 pixel spatial 

resolution, the lenses must be at least 1.89 mm. 

2.2.2 Interferometer 

The spectral and polarimetric measurements are obtained by a modulated real fringe 

interference pattern. Prior to modulation, the interference fringe pattern is obtained via a 

birefringent polarization interferometer. This interferometer consists of two birefringent 

prisms (Prisms 1 & 2 in Figure 4) with opposite fast axis orientation and a half-wave plate 

located between them for field-widening [12]. Incident light is polarized via the analyzer array 

(QWP1 and LP1 in Figure 4), which will be discussed in the next section. The first birefringent 

prism splits the polarized incident light rays into two rays, the ordinary and extraordinary. 

Since the second birefringent prism is oriented at 90° relative to the first, the ordinary ray from 

Prism 1 becomes the extraordinary ray in Prism 2, while the extraordinary ray from Prism 1 

becomes the ordinary ray in Prism 2. Combined with wedge angle of the prisms, this layout 

forces the rays to be coincident with each other. Since the ordinary and extraordinary rays 

exiting the interferometer are orthogonally polarized, a second linear polarizer (LP2 in Figure 

4) is introduced to analyze the rays and generate a real fringe interference pattern.  
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To illustrate the ray paths, a Zemax ray-tracing model for the SIFTS sensor from the 

lenslet array to the focal plane array is displayed in Figure 6. This ray tracing is demonstrated 

for a single lenslet, but the operation is the same for all lenslets in the SIFTS. The model 

illustrates the splitting of the incident rays into the ordinary and extraordinary rays as they pass 

through the first birefringent prism and their redirection, via the second birefringent prism, to 

coincidence. 

 

Figure 6: Zemax ray-tracing model for SIFTS system. 

It is important to note that the interference pattern in the SIFTS is not localized to a 

single plane, as in prior systems [5]. The depth of field for the interference pattern is determined 

by the wedge angle of the birefringent prisms. A smaller wedge angle gives a larger depth of 

field. The birefringent prisms utilized in the SIFTS have a wedge angle such that ray 

coincidence, and thus interference, occurs, but the depth of field is deep enough to be seen by 

the focal plane array. If the wedge angle used is sufficiently high, the depth of field would 

become shallow, and the interference pattern may not be detected at all. 

2.2.3 Modulation 

The SIFTS sensor not only generates the real interference fringe pattern, but also 

modulates it. This modulation introduces a dependence upon the Stokes parameters of the 
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incident light into the resulting fringe pattern. By working in reverse, the Stokes parameters 

can then be extracted from the intensity pattern measured. 

The modulation is imposed by the analyzer array (QWP1 and LP1 stack in Figure 4) in 

conjunction with a linear polarizer (LP2) behind the interferometer. This array splits the 

measurement into two channels: QWP and LP. Interference in the QWP channel modulates the 

Stokes parameters S1 and S2, from which the polarimetric information is recovered. The 

intensity of the fringe pattern in the QWP channel is described via 

            0 1 2

1 1 1
, , cos 2 , sin 2 .

2 2 2
  QWPI OPD S x S x OPD S x OPD         (2) 

Interference in the LP channel modulates the Stokes parameters S0 and S2, from which 

the spectral information is recovered. The intensity of the fringe pattern in the LP channel is 

described via 

            0 2 0 2

1 1
, , , , sin 2 .

4 4
         LPI OPD S x S x S x S x OPD        (3) 

2.2.4 Rotation 

The interferometer is rotated relative to the focal plane array by a small angle δ, as 

illustrated in Figure 7. This rotation allows for each subsequent sub-image to view sequentially 

larger values of OPD, and replicates the functionality of the modulating mirror of the 

Michelson interferometer. The rotation of the interferometer allows subsequent samples to 

measure higher values of OPD.  The exact angle of rotation is related to the sub-image array 

spacing, and can be determined via 

  arctan , N   (4) 

where N is the number of rows of lenslets. 
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Figure 7: Diagram of BPI rotation relative to FPA. 

2.2.5 Band cut-off filter 

Also included in the SIFTS sensor is a band cut-off filter in the form of a Roscolux, 

cinegel, “R12 Straw” filter. The specifications for this filter are displayed in Figure 8. The band 

which is being cutoff ranges from 400 – 490 nm. Light incident at these wavelengths generates 

a resultant fringe interference pattern with a frequency sufficiently high enough for aliasing to 

occur. 
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Figure 8: Full specifications for Roscolux #12 Straw filter used for band-cutoff filter. 

2.3 Hyperspectral data cube 

Each measurement taken with the SIFTS system is re-arranged to form the hyperspectral 

data cube shown in Figure 9. This cube is a three-dimensional object (x-location, y-location, 

OPD). If we consider on pixel in each sub-image, the data cube provides a sampled version of 

the interferogram corresponding to that pixel location. This allows the SIFTS system to 

determine the spectral and polarimetric information of multiple distinct objects located within 

the same scene with a single snapshot measurement.  
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Figure 9: SIFTS hyperspectral data cube. 
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3.0 CHAPTER 3: SIFTS Calibration 

3.1 Data analysis 

SIFTS data analysis assumes the model 

 ,g Hf   (5) 

where H is the data reduction (or transformation) matrix of the sensor, f is the object vector 

with spectrally-dependent Stokes parameters (S0, S1, S2), and g is the measured interference 

pattern behind the QWP and LP vs OPD. Put simply, g is the SIFTS measurement, f is the 

vector containing the desired data, and H serves as the transformation between them. Figure 

10 pictorially demonstrates the solution process of this transfer equation.  

 

 

Figure 10: Pictographic model of SIFTS transfer equation. 

The data reduction matrix serves as a transformation between the measurement itself and 

the Stokes parameters. Shown in Figure 10 is the fully assembled transformation matrix. This 

matrix is denoted thus because the fully assembled transformation matrix is constructed from 

a set of individual sub H-matrices. Note that different regions within the fully assembled 
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transformation matrix correspond to different data sets. The top half corresponds to data in the 

QWP channel, while the bottom half corresponds to data in the LP channel. Furthermore there 

are three columns, representing the Stokes parameters S0, S1, and S2. This means six individual 

sub H-matrices are necessary to construct the full transformation matrix. To obtain these 

individual sub H-matrices, a pair of monochromatic data sets must first be obtained. 

3.2 Monochromatic data collection 

A full set of monochromatic data across the SIFTS’s spectral range must be obtained in 

order to generate each sub H-matrix. To collect this data, a setup such as the one illustrated in 

Figure 11 is utilized. A Xenon arc lamp is used as the light source because of its relatively 

uniform intensity across the SIFTS’s spectral range. The lamp is aligned to radiate into a 

monochromator. The monochromator limits the input light to a tiny spectral bandwidth, which 

can then be approximated as a single wavelength, of light. This monochromatic light is passed 

through a UV/IR cutoff filter and into an integrating sphere. The integrating sphere depolarizes 

the input light and presents it as a flat field, meaning the intensity of the light is identical across 

the entire exit port. A LP is used to condition the light and, finally, the SIFTS takes a 

measurement of the resultant light. 
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Figure 11: Illustration of monochromatic data collection setup. 

Two sets of monochromatic data, ranging from 425 nm – 775 nm at 0.5 nm 

increments are collected. The conditioning LP is oriented at 0° for the first set and 45° for the 

second set. Figure 12 shows a measurement taken of 0° polarized, monochromatic light at 

570 nm using the layout shown in Figure 11. Note that the top half is modulated by QWP1, 

while the bottom half is modulated by LP1. This can be seen visually by the change in 

intensity, dependent on the polarization state of the incident light, between the upper and 

lower halves of the measurement. These halves correspond to the spectral and polarimetric 

measurement channels discussed previously. 
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Figure 12: Example measurement of 570nm, 0° polarized light. 

3.3 Measurement calibration 

3.3.1 Responsivity correction 

The measurement a digital imaging system obtains is a set of digital numbers relating 

to some observed scene. Responsivity can then be defined as a measure of the relationship 

between the intensity of light input to a system and the digital number that system returns. It 

can be seen as the slope of a line generated when relating the intensity of light input to the 

imaging system to the digital number returned. The system utilized in the SIFTS has a differing 

responsivity when considering the left- and right-hand sides of the measurement. This 

difference in responsivity must be corrected prior to any other calibration steps. If this 

responsivity difference is not corrected, the measured values of the interference pattern will 

experience a discontinuous change in intensity when crossing through the center of the 

measurement and the interferogram will be corrupted. 

To determine the numerical responsivity of the SIFTS, measurements were taken of 

white-light input to an integrating sphere and passed through two crossing LPs prior to input 
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to the SIFTS. By crossing the LPs, the input intensity can be modeling via the Law of Malus, 

which states that  

  2
0 cos , rI I   (6) 

where I is the intensity of light exiting the crossed polarizers, I0 is the intensity of light incident 

of the polarizers, and θr is the angle of rotation between the two LPs. A SIFTS measurement 

was taken for θr values ranging from 0° to 90°. Digital numbers from these measurements were 

then extracted from both the QWP and LP channels and plotted against the modeled intensity 

values. The plot for the QWP channel is illustrated in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13: Responsivity lines for the QWP channel of the base measurement. 

 As can be seen by looking at the slopes of the lines in Figure 13, the responsivities are 

different on the left- and right-hand sides of the measurement. In order to correct for this 

change in responsivity, a ratio of the slopes was obtained via 

 , left
ratio

right

m
m

m
  (7) 
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where mright is the slope of the responsivity on the right hand side of the measurement and mleft 

is the slope of the responsivity on the left hand side. All of the digital numbers on the right 

hand side of the measurement are then multiplied by this ratio. After this correction, the 

responsivities on the left- and right-hand sides will be the same, as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Responsivity lines after data-scaling. 

Note that while these plots now have the same responsivity, they still contain an offset. 

In order to rectify this offset, dark frame subtraction must be applied. 

3.3.2 Dark frame subtraction 

Each measurement obtained contains dark noise. This dark noise is the electronic 

response of the imaging system independent of incident light. In order to reduce the dark noise, 

a dark frame is subtracted from each measurement taken. This dark frame is an image captured 

at the same integration time and gain as the measurement, but with no input light. Since a large 

component of the noise seen in the image is fixed-pattern noise, the same dark frame can be 

applied to multiple measurements, given that the integration time and gain remains constant. 

Figure 15 illustrates the dark frame obtained and utilized by the SIFTS. 
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Figure 15: View of utilized dark frame. 

3.3.3 Flat-field normalization 

To reduce non-uniformity and pixel-to-pixel variations, each measurement is 

normalized to a flat field. The flat field utilized by the SIFTS, displayed in Figure 16 (prior to 

dark frame subtraction), is procedurally generated. First, white light is input to an integrating 

sphere and light from the exit port of that integrating sphere is linearly polarized. Two images 

are obtained with the SIFTS, one with the light polarized at 0° and another polarized at 90°. 

Averaging of these measurements eliminates fringes from the QWP channel, but the LP 

channel will still contain some fringe information. To eliminate this fringe information, the flat 

field is band-pass filtered. This eliminates the fringe information while maintaining the spatial 

information of the sub-image array. The fringe information must be eliminated to ensure that 

measurements are not normalized to some arbitrary fringe pattern. It then undergoes dark frame 

subtraction to eliminate the dark noise and offset. Each measurement is then divided, on a per-

pixel basis, by this flat field. 
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Figure 16: View of utilized flat field, prior to dark frame subtraction. 

After responsivity correction, dark frame subtraction, and flat field normalization, the 

SIFTS measurement resembles the one shown in Figure 17. Note that the spaces between the 

sub-images contain a higher amount of noise, but that the intensity of the interference fringe 

pattern remains uniform throughout the measurement. 

 

Figure 17: 570nm, 0 polarized light measurement after data correction. 
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3.3.4 Image registration 

The process by which the measurement is rearranged into a hyperspectral data cube is 

image registration. Each measurement taken must be registered in order to extract usable 

information. Essentially, the registration process transforms each sub-image such that it aligns 

to a chosen base-image. For successful registration, the coefficients describing the 

transformation each sub-image requires for alignment must be carefully calculated. 

 The first step in the image registration coefficient calculation algorithm is to obtain a 

measurement of a scene at-infinity (i.e., far away). As previously stated, a distant scene is 

utilized to reduce the parallax the image experiences. The measurement then undergoes dark 

frame subtraction and flat field normalization. The resultant frame is then high pass filtered 

and a base sub-image is selected. It is generally best for the base sub-image to be located near 

the center of the sub-image array, such that any errors in the coefficient calculation are 

minimized. This base sub-image is then Fourier transformed. This frequency profile is applied 

to each general sub-image location to accurately determine each sub-image’s centroid position. 

The coefficients necessary to transform each centroid to the base sub-image’s centroid location 

are calculated and stored as the image registration coefficients. 
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Figure 18: Measurement used for image registration coefficient calculation. 

3.4 Individual H-matrix construction 

There are four sets of hyperspectral monochromatic data cubes after registration: QWP 

channel monochromatic measurements linearly polarized at 0° and 45° and LP channel 

monochromatic measurement linearly polarized at 0° and 45°. These are used to generate four 

individual sub H-matrices, which can then be utilized to construct the fully assembled transfer 

matrix. Each hyperspectral monochromatic data cube has three-dimensions (x-location, y-

location, and OPD value). Initially, the individual sub H-matrices are generated by aligning 

the corresponding set of data cubes with regards to wavelength. This means that the individual 

H-matrices are four-dimensional objects (x-location, y-location, OPD value, wavelength). If 

the x- and y-locations are set such that a single pixel is considered, the H-matrix gives a set of 

interferograms corresponding to each wavelength in the measurement set. 

 After initial construction, the sub H-matrices are then normalized by dividing each 

interferogram per-wavelength to the spectral response of the monochromatic data collection 

setup. This response is shown in Figure 19. This normalization ensures that no one 
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interferogram dominates the sub H-matrix. After normalization, the H-matrices are spatially 

filtered to reduce noise and smooth out the fringe information.  

 

Figure 19: Normalized intensity spectrum for monochromatic data collection setup. 

3.5 Full H-matrix assembly 

The full transfer matrix must be utilized to solve the transfer equation. This full transfer 

matrix is constructed from the six individual H-matrices generated from the monochromatic 

data. The transfer matrix’s layout is related to the channel intensity profiles, described in 

equations (2) and (3). 

The QWP channel, S0 portion of the transfer matrix is obtained by low-pass filtering 

the fringe information out of the sub H-matrix constructed from the QWP, 0° polarized data. 

This leaves the overall intensity profile of that individual sub H-matrix. This intensity profile 

is what will be utilized for the QWP channel, S0 data region. The QWP channel, S1 portion is 

produced by subtracting this intensity profile from the original sub H-matrix constructed from 

the QWP channel, 0° polarized data. The QWP channel, S2 portion is generated by subtracting 
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the intensity profile from the original sub H-matrix constructed from the QWP channel, 45° 

polarized data. 

  The LP channel, S0 portion of the transfer matrix is simply the sub H-matrix produced 

from the LP channel, 45° polarized data. The LP channel, S1 portion is a matrix of zeros, since 

the intensity profile of the LP channel has no dependence on S1. The LP channel, S2 portion of 

the transfer matrix is the same as the LP channel, S0 portion. 

 The fully assembled transfer matrix is shown in Figure 20. This was taken at location 

(100,100), which corresponds to the center of the data cubes. This location is preferable for the 

monochromatic data to ensure no artifacts (e.g., the edge of the exit port) make it into the data 

analysis. However, for a typical measurement, each pixel would utilize this transfer matrix to 

recover the spectral and polarimetric information corresponding to that individual pixel. 

Efforts are still underway to validate this transfer matrix for use in spectral and polarimetric 

reconstructions of measurements. 

 

Figure 20: Diagram of fully-assembled transformation matrix. 
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4.0 CHAPTER 4: Conclusion and Future Work 

4.1 Conclusion 

The goal for this project was to develop an ultra-compact, monolithic snapshot imaging 

spectropolarimeter architecture and to demonstrate this system in the visible region. To 

accomplish this, a conventional Michelson interferometer was replaced with a birefringent, 

common path interferometer. This improves the system’s compactness and ruggedness. The 

SIFTS system can generally be broken up into two parts: the prismatic fore-optic and the SIFTS 

sensor itself. The prismatic fore-optic consists of an assembly of eight prisms which, via total 

internal reflection, does not allow incident light outside of the desired field of view to propagate 

through the system. The SIFTS sensor obtains spatial, spectral, and polarimetric measurements 

simultaneously. It accomplishes this by generating a modulated interference fringe pattern into 

two channels and superimposing this pattern onto a sub-image array. 

 SIFTS data analysis assumes the model, 

,g Hf  

where H is the data reduction (or transformation) matrix of the sensor, f is the object vector 

with spectrally-dependent Stokes parameters (S0, S1, S2), and g is the measured interference 

pattern in the QWP and LP channels vs OPD. To utilize this model, a full transfer matrix must 

be generated by two sets of monochromatic data. Each measurement taken must under-go 

responsivity correction, dark frame subtraction, and flat field normalization, before being 

registered into the hyperspectral data cube. By utilizing the transformation matrix, we can 

recover the Stokes parameters of the measured scene. These Stokes parameters give us the 

spectral and polarimetric information contained within the scene. 
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4.2 Neural network reconstruction 

A future goal for the utilization of the fully assembled transfer equation is to train neural 

networks. These trained neural networks can then be employed to automate the solving of the 

transfer equation to obtain the Stokes parameters [13]. 

Preliminary neural networks that can post-process pixels across the entire FOV have 

been created for spectral reconstructions using the aforementioned measurement matrix 

training technique. For NN training, we leveraged our previous sensor [14] which has 120 OPD 

samples and no polarimetric measurement capabilities. However, it shares the same general 

SIFTS spectrometer architecture. The network that was used is a cascade forward NN with 120 

nodes within 1 hidden layer, 120 input nodes corresponding to each OPD sample, and 33 output 

nodes corresponding to the reconstructed spectrum. The number of output nodes were 

determined by the sensor’s spectral resolution and operating bandwidth (525-750 nm).  

While NNs that can reconstruct polarimetric data are still in progress, results from the 

spectral measurements have produced RMS errors spanning 0.4-0.8% between normalized 

measurement spectra and NIST-traceable spectralon reflectance tiles. A view of the scene, 

which is imaging a red and white spectralon tile, are depicted in Figure 21 below. Spatial 

artifacts are small and contain a worst-case Michelson contrast of 0.08, at 541 nm. This was 

calculated by taking a 1D cross-section across the white tile. It should be noted that ideally, 

the residual fringes across this tile should have a contrast of 0 for a perfect reconstruction since 

the tile was uniformly illuminated.  
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Figure 21: Reconstruction of the red tile scene, using the full field NN. 

Finally, both a yellow and blue tile were measured in the same configuration as the red 

tile. The reflectance of each tile, calculated by averaging a 5 square pixel area across the 

colored tile and normalizing it to an area of the same size on the white tile, is provided below 

in Figure 22. All spectra were normalized to 1 at a wavelength of 737 nm. RMS error between 

the measured tile’s normalized reflectance was compared to the normalized NIST values for 

wavelengths spanning 525-747 nm. This yielded error of 0.80%, 0.53%, and 0.43% for the red, 

yellow, and blue tiles, respectively. 
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Figure 22: Measured reflectance spectra (solid lines) from the red (R), yellow (Y), and blue (B) 
tile as compared to their NIST-traceable measurements (dotted lines). The normalized intensity 
of the white tile (black dotted line) is also provided to illustrate the spectrometer’s cut-on and 
cut-off wavelengths. 

 

4.3 SIFTS Near-IR performance 

In addition to training and implementing neural networks, a focus of future work will be 

on extending the SIFTS technique into the near-infrared spectral region. This would allow for 

further applications of the SIFTS in a variety of fields, including biomedical imaging, 

astronomical spectroscopy, and environmental monitoring.  

 To determine the current SIFTS base capabilities in the near-IR region, an IR-pass filter 

was attached to the SIFTS and a measurement of an external scene was obtained. This 

measurement is displayed in Figure 23. The sub-image grid is largely maintained, although the 

prismatic fore-optic is allowing incident rays which are further off-axis to propagate through 

the system. This is essentially expanding the system’s field-of-view and causing sub-images 

to overlap in their periphery. Of special importance is the fact that the SIFTS is still able to 

generate an interference pattern. This should allow for spectral and polarimetric measurements 
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to be obtained, however further experimentation is necessary to gauge the system’s true 

functionality. 

 

Figure 23: Measurement taken with IR-pass filter attached. 
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Appendix A: Fore-optic prism quotes and schematics 
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Appendix B: Birefringent prism schematic and specifications 
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Appendix C: BVO Optiks Waveplate specifications 
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Appendix D: Image registration coefficient calculation Matlab code 

clear all 
close all 
  
dx = 2; 
dy = 2; 
gen = 0; %0 for pol, 1 for spec 
  
if gen == 0 
    gen_name = 'pol'; 
end 
if gen == 1 
    gen_name = 'spec'; 
end 
  
%% Load and prepare the flatfield.  
% This is an image of a uniformly illuminated scene 
% generated by an integrating sphere.  
  
% flat 1 has a 180 degree phase shift with respect to flat 2. Adding them 
% together and dividing by 2 will yield an image that has no fringes. This 
% image is divided by all other images before they are post processed. 
flat1 = 
double(flipper(imread('C:\Users\ejyoungs\Documents\SHIFT\Specpol\Matlab\Ca
l3\white0_2.tiff','tiff'))); 
flat2 = 
double(flipper(imread('C:\Users\ejyoungs\Documents\SHIFT\Specpol\Matlab\Ca
l3\white90_2.tiff','tiff'))); 
flat = splitter(flat_gen(flat1,flat2),gen); 
imagesc(flat) 
  
% register the images due to the rotating elements shifting the image. 
This 
% is just a step to make sure that flat1 and flat2 have the same spatial 
% sampling.  
%flat = (flat1+flat2)/2; 
%% Load Scene Data for Image Registration 
% Load scene data. this is the data that corresponds to an image of high 
% spatial frequencies. The mutual information in the scene is then used to 
% co-register all of the sub images to some "master" image. For this data, 
% the fringes also can not be present so they must be removed by adding 
two 
% images with a 180 degree phase shift. 
scene = 
double((flipper(imread('C:\Users\ejyoungs\Documents\SHIFT\Specpol\Matlab\C
al3\ext3.tiff','tiff')))); 
scene = splitter(scene,gen); 
%% Load the image registration image 
% Show the difference between the two scene images to see if they are on 
the 
% average the two scene images together and apply the flat field. 
scene = cleannans(scene./flat); 
scene = cleannans(scene); 
var = abs(scene) == Inf; 
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scene(var) = 0; 
  
% show the scene data to make sure it looks ok.  
imagesc(scene) 
caxis([0 1.5]) 
  
%% Configure the sub-image size. (USER DEFINED VARIABLES HERE) 
% setup the indices which the derivative will be taken to determine the 
% edges of each sub image. From this edge, add the imagesize to crop it 
out 
%  - this makes sure that each sub image is the same size, but that the 
sub 
%  image doesn't 'overflow' and grab part of the next one. 
imgsizex = 200; %USER DEFINED VARIABLE (MAY NEED TO CHANGE THIS) 
imgsizey = 200; %USER DEFINED VARIABLE (MAY NEED TO CHANGE THIS) 
  
%% Setup Image Correlation 
% Normalize the flat field 
normflat = flat./max(max(flat)); 
simg = zeros(size(flat)); 
simg2 = simg; 
xcenter = int16(length(flat(:,1))/2); 
ycenter = int16(length(flat(1,:))/2); 
  
% Set the sub image size. ASSUMES x and y HAVE THE SAME SIZE. 
subimgsize = imgsizey; 
  
%add a high pass filter to the scene for correlation 
sz = size(scene); 
F1 = hamming_filter(sz(1)/2,sz(2)/2,100,sz(1),sz(2),0,1); 
F2 = hamming_filter(sz(1)/2,sz(2)/2,2000,sz(1),sz(2),0,1); 
imagesc(abs(F2-F1)) 
scene_fft = abs(ifft2(ifftshift(fftshift(fft2(scene)).*abs(ones(size(F1))-
F1)))); 
scene2 = scene_fft; 
  
% Select the x and y centroids from which to choose the "master 
% registration" sub-image. This is the sub-image that will be correlated 
% against all of the other data. 
x = 859+5;%1019; 
y = 2451+5+5+10;%1387; 
  
% Extract the correlation image. 
corimg = scene2(x:(x+imgsizey-1),y:(y+imgsizex-1)); %img near the center 
(hand extracted) 
  
% USER INPUT: CHECK TO MAKE SURE THE COR IMAGE IS PROPERLY CENTERED. IF 
% NOT, MODIFY THE VARIABLES X AND Y ABOVE BY ADDING OR SUBTRACTING A SMALL 
% AMOUNT. 
figure(1) 
imagesc(corimg) 
xlabel('x-location') 
ylabel('y-location') 
title('Base Image for Image Correlation') 
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% % Prepare a window that trims off the edges of the FPA. This may need to 
be 
% % modified depending on the system and the orientation of the lenslets 
on 
% % the FPA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
% window = zeros(size(flat)); 
% xlens = 1025;   %lenslet array center x 
% ylens = 1380;   %lenslet array center y 
% window(xlens-5*imgsizey+16:xlens+5*imgsizey-10,ylens-
5*imgsizex+10:ylens+5*imgsizex-10) = 1; 
  
%% Perform the Image Correlation 
% Perform the image correlation to determine the centroids of each lenslet 
% to within the nearest pixel.  
simg(xcenter-int16(imgsizey/2):xcenter+int16(imgsizey/2)-1,ycenter-
int16(imgsizex/2):ycenter+int16(imgsizex/2)-1) = corimg; 
  
% Take the Fourier transform of the image above (the correlation image) 
and 
% correlate it with the image registration scene.  
F = fftshift(fft2(simg)); 
H = flipud(fliplr(fftshift(fft2(scene2))));  %scene 
cor = fliplr(flipud(abs(ifftshift(ifft2(F.*H))))); 
cor = cor./max(max(cor)); 
  
% DISPLAY the correlation image.  
imagesc(cor) 
  
% Perform a spatial filter on the low frequency info from the correlation 
image 
F2 = fftshift(fft2(cor)); 
  
% Setup the filters and appropriate centroids 
rx=round(length(scene2(:,1))/2);     %xpos 
ry=round(length(scene2(1,:))/2);     %ypos 
w=500; 
w2=500; 
imagesizex=length(flat(1,:)); 
imagesizey=length(flat(:,1)); 
filter_s0=ones(imagesizey,imagesizex); 
filter_s1=zeros(imagesizey,imagesizex); 
for n=rx-w:1:rx+w 
    for m=ry-w:1:ry+w 
        filter_s0(n,m)=1-(0.54+0.46*cos(pi*(n-
rx)/w))*(0.54+0.46*cos(pi*(m-ry)/w)); 
    end 
end 
  
for n=rx-w2:1:rx+w2 
    for m=ry-w2:1:ry+w2 
        filter_s1(n,m) = (0.54+0.46*cos(pi*(n-
rx)/w2))*(0.54+0.46*cos(pi*(m-ry)/w2)); 
    end 
end 
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% Apply the filter. This minimizes noise in the image.  
H2 = abs((ifft2(filter_s0.*filter_s1.*F2))); 
cor = H2; 
imagesc(H2) 
  
%% Extract the correlation centroids from the filtered correlation image 
% USER INPUT: upper left peak. HAND CHOOSE THIS value and enter the x and 
y 
% coordinates below (these coordinates are extracted from image H2 above). 
% Remember that Matlab shows the transpose, so the x and y coordinates 
from "imagesc(H2)" above 
% should be inserted as the yul and xul coordinates, respectively.  
  
xul = int16(144); 
yul = int16(137); 
  
% Lower right index. Same as above but for the lower right peak.  
xlr = int16(1510); 
ylr = int16(4741); 
  
% Lower left index. Same as above but for the lower right peak.  
xll = int16(1495); 
yll = int16(135); 
  
% upper right index. Same as above but for the lower right peak.  
xur = int16(160); 
yur = int16(4747); 
  
%shift in x 
dx = abs(yul-yll); 
dy = abs(xul-xur); 
  
% Width of the window. This window will be placed on a grid determined by 
% the upper left and lower right centroids above so that a simpler max 
% function can be used to extract the x and y centroids of the sub-images 
% from the large image.  
xw = round(abs(xlr - xul)/5);  
yw = round(abs(ylr - yul)/17); 
dyw = round(abs(xur-xul)/5); 
dxw = round(abs(xur-xul)/17); 
% dxw = imgsizey; 
% dyw = imgsizex; 
  
% Extract the sub images assuming they are UNIFORMLY SPACED. THIS MAY NOT 
% BE THE CASE FOR ALL SYSTEMS. 
clear indexx2 indexy2  
for n=1:6 
    for m=1:18 
        indexx2(n,m) = round(xul+(n-1)*(dxw+xw)-(m-1)*dyw); 
        indexy2(n,m) = round(yul+(m-1)*(-dyw+yw)+(n-1)*dxw); 
    end 
end 
  
% indexx2 = xul:dxw:xul+5*dxw-1; 
% indexy2 = yul:dyw:yul+5*dyw-1; 
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% Apply the window, extract the x and y centroids of each sub-image, and 
store them to an 
% array.  
winsize = 70; %make this bigger or smaller if needed but be careful that 
it doesn't capture some artifact at the edge. 
centroids = zeros(length(indexy2(:,1)),length(indexx2(1,:)),2); 
for m=1:length(indexy2(1,:)) 
    for n=1:length(indexx2(:,1)) 
        [n,m] 
        tmp = zeros(size(cor)); 
        %tmp(indexx2(n,m)-winsize:(indexx2(n,m)+winsize-1),indexy2(n,m)-
winsize:(indexy2(n,m)+winsize-1)) = ... 
         %   cor(indexx2(n,m)-winsize:(indexx2(n,m)+winsize-
1),indexy2(n,m)-winsize:(indexy2(n,m)+winsize-1)); 
          
        tmp(indexx2(n,m)-winsize+1:(indexx2(n,m)+winsize),indexy2(n,m)-
winsize+1:(indexy2(n,m)+winsize)) = ... 
            cor(indexx2(n,m)-
winsize+1:(indexx2(n,m)+winsize),indexy2(n,m)-
winsize+1:(indexy2(n,m)+winsize)); 
         
        [mval,Iy] = max(max(tmp,[],1),[],2); 
        [mval,Ix] = max(max(tmp,[],2),[],1); 
        centroids(n,m,:) = [Ix,Iy]; 
         
        % show the output as it is being extracted. 
        imagesc(tmp) 
        pause(0.01) 
         
    end 
end 
%% Extract the sub-images from the correlation data 
% Extract the sub-images from the raw data based on the correlated 
% centroids. Store these sub-images into a new array.  
  
% Setup the Fourier filter 
rx=double(int16(imgsizex/2)); 
ry=double(int16(imgsizey/2)); 
w = 1; 
filterfft=zeros(imgsizey,imgsizex); 
for n=rx-w:1:rx+w 
    for m=ry-w:1:ry+w 
        filterfft(n,m)=(0.5+0.5*cos(pi*(n-rx)/w))*(0.5+0.5*cos(pi*(m-
ry)/w)); 
    end 
end 
filterfft = 1-filterfft; 
  
% Extract the sub-images based on the centroids. This first part just 
% sets up the variables. 
hsx = int16(imgsizex/2); 
hsy = int16(imgsizey/2); 
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img = 
zeros(imgsizey,imgsizex,length(centroids(:,1,1)),length(centroids(1,:,1)))
; 
imgfft = img; 
imgreg = img; 
imgregs = img; 
  
% Perform the extraction 
for m=1:length(centroids(1,:,1)) 
    for n=1:length(centroids(:,1,1)) 
        %extract the individual images 
        indexy = centroids(n,m,1); 
        indexx = centroids(n,m,2); 
        %img(:,:,n,m) = scene(indexy-hsy:(indexy+hsy-1),indexx-
hsx:(indexx+hsx-1)); 
        img(:,:,n,m) = scene(indexy-hsy:(indexy+hsy-1),indexx-
hsx+1:(indexx+hsx)); 
        %imgregs(:,:,n,m) = scene(indexy-hsy:(indexy+hsy-1),indexx-
hsx:(indexx+hsx-1)); 
        imgregs(:,:,n,m) = scene(indexy-hsy:(indexy+hsy-1),indexx-
hsx+1:(indexx+hsx)); 
        %FFT filter the images to remove the interference fringes before 
spatial registration 
        %calculation later on 
        tmp = 
abs((ifft2(fftshift(fft2(imgregs(:,:,n,m))).*filterfft)));%imgregs 
        imgfft(:,:,n,m) = tmp; 
        %display for diagnostic purposes 
        imagesc(imgregs(:,:,n,m)) 
        pause(0.1) 
    end 
end 
% pause 
%% Calculate image registration coefficients 
% Calculate the calibration coefficients for the data. This takes a single 
% image at 5,5 in the 10x10 sub image array and uses it as the "master 
% image" to which all of the other 99 sub-images are spatially registered. 
% Once registered, the interpolation coefficients are stored and saved. 
  
% Extract the master image. 
masterimg = squeeze(imgfft(:,:,6,10)); 
masterimg_nofilt =  squeeze(imgfft(:,:,6,10)); 
% meanmaster = mean(mean(masterimg)); 
sz = size(masterimg); 
filter1 = hamming_filter(sz(1)/2+1,sz(2)/2+1,15,sz(1),sz(2),1,1); 
filter2 = hamming_filter(sz(1)/2+1,sz(2)/2+1,50,sz(1),sz(2),0,1); 
filter = filter1.*filter2; 
imagesc(filter) 
  
masterimg = abs(1./masterimg); 
var = abs(masterimg) == inf; 
masterimg(var) = 0; 
masterimg = (ifft2(fftshift((fftshift(fft2(masterimg))).*filter))); 
var = masterimg < 0; 
masterimg(var) = 0; 
masterimg = abs((masterimg)); 
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imagesc(masterimg) 
colormap(gray(256)) 
% imagesc(masterimg+meanmaster) 
caxis([0 1]) 
  
% %% 
% % Initialize the output arrays 
%xinterp = zeros(10,10,imgsizex*imgsizey); 
%yinterp = zeros(10,10,imgsizex*imgsizey); 
% for n=1:length(centroids(:,1,1)) 
%     for m=1:length(centroids(1,:,1)) 
%         im2reg(:,:) = imgfft(:,:,n,m);  %use fft of imgreg to calc 
registration 
%         im2reg = (ifft2(fftshift((fftshift(fft2(masterimg))).*filter))); 
%         var = im2reg < 0; 
%         im2reg(var) = 0; 
%         im2(:,:) = imgregs(:,:,n,m);    %use this to register the actual 
image 
%  
%         % perform the automated image registration calculation. POSSIBLE 
%         % USER INPUTS ARE THE NUMBER OF PYRIMID LEVELS (FIRST NUMBER, 4 
%         % BELOW), THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS (SECOCND NUMBER), AND WHETHER 
OR 
%         % NOT TO USE A ROBUST FIT (LAST NUMBER, EITHER 1 (ROBUST) OR 0 
%         % (STANDARD)). Robust fits give slightly better results 
sometimes 
%         % but can take much longer to compute. 'Affine' is a fairly 
rigid 
%         % translation and projective can handle more distortion effects, 
%         % but it is prone to getting messed up so you must LOOK AT THE 
%         % OUTPUT RESULTS before you save and apply these coefficients. 
%         if n <= 1 
%             [M, imtmp,xpinterp1,ypinterp1,xin1,yin1] = 
alignImages_xpyp(masterimg, im2reg, 4, 2, 'translative', 0); 
%             [M, imtmp,xpinterp2,ypinterp2,xin2,yin2] = 
alignImages_xpyp(masterimg, imtmp, 4, 2, 'projective', 0); 
%         else 
%             [M, imtmp,xpinterp1,ypinterp1,xin1,yin1] = 
alignImages_xpyp(masterimg, im2reg, 4, 2, 'translative', 0); 
%             [M, imtmp,xpinterp2,ypinterp2,xin2,yin2] = 
alignImages_xpyp(masterimg, imtmp, 4, 2, 'projective', 0); 
%         end 
%          
%         % Combine the two sets of registration coefficients into one 
%         xin1 = reshape(xin1,size(xpinterp1)); 
%         yin1 = reshape(yin1,size(ypinterp1)); 
%         dx1 = xin1-xpinterp1; 
%         dy1 = yin1-ypinterp1; 
%         xpinterp2 = xpinterp2-dx1; 
%         ypinterp2 = ypinterp2-dy1; 
%          
%         % Save the merged output.  
%         xinterp(n,m,:) = xpinterp2; 
%         yinterp(n,m,:) = ypinterp2; 
%          
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%         % Apply the registration coefficients to visualize the output. 
%         tmpv = interp2(xin2,yin2,im2,xpinterp2,ypinterp2,'spline'); 
%         tmpv = reshape(tmpv,size(im2)); 
%         imgreg(:,:,n,m) = tmpv; 
%          
%         % show the output for a brief time.  
%         imagesc(tmpv) 
%         caxis([0 3]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
%         [n,m] 
%         pause(0.1) 
%     end 
% end 
  
%% 
% Now calculate the registration for all of the sub images. Perform the 
% same inversion, log, and filtering operations.  
alpha = 200;       %this is the smoothing variable. Higher values create 
smoother optic flows and are better for our puposes! 
gamma = 25;     %this is the weight for derivatives. This should be low - 
again, we want smooth image registration transitions rather than jagged 
ones. 
  
warning off 
xi_out = 
zeros(imgsizex,imgsizey,length(centroids(:,1,1)),length(centroids(1,:,1)))
; 
yi_out = xi_out; 
time_total = 0; 
for n=1:length(centroids(:,1,1)) 
   for m=1:length(centroids(1,:,1)) 
        tic 
        [n,m] 
%         im2(:,:) = imgregs(:,:,n,m);    %use this to register the actual 
image at the end for verification purposes 
        im2 = squeeze(imgregs(:,:,n,m)); 
        im2reg = abs(1./im2); 
        var = abs(im2reg) == inf; 
        im2reg(var) = 0; 
        im2reg = edge(im2,'zerocross'); %<--EJY Test to determine if edge 
detection works better. Utilizie HPF outlined on next line if this is not 
working 
        %im2reg = (ifft2(fftshift((fftshift(fft2(im2reg))).*filter))); 
        var = im2reg < 0; 
        im2reg(var) = 0; 
        im2reg = abs((im2reg)); 
%         imagesc(im2reg) 
%         pause 
        %perform the image registration. The algorithm requires 
        %that an 8 bit RGB color image be input, so the data must 
        %be converted into this format before use. 
        clear t1 t2 
        t1 = 
uint8(repmat(abs(masterimg)/(10*mean(mean(masterimg)))*255,[1,1,3])); 
        t2 = 
uint8(repmat(abs(im2reg)/(10*mean(mean(im2reg)))*255,[1,1,3])); 
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%         t1(:,:,1) = 
uint8(abs(masterimg)/(10*mean(mean(masterimg)))*255); 
%         t1(:,:,2) = 
uint8(abs(masterimg)/(10*mean(mean(masterimg)))*255); 
%         t1(:,:,3) = 
uint8(abs(masterimg)/(10*mean(mean(masterimg)))*255); 
%         t2(:,:,1) = uint8(abs(im2reg)/(10*mean(mean(im2reg)))*255); 
%         t2(:,:,2) = uint8(abs(im2reg)/(10*mean(mean(im2reg)))*255); 
%         t2(:,:,3) = uint8(abs(im2reg)/(10*mean(mean(im2reg)))*255); 
         
        %call the algorithm. Note that the input image size and the 
        %output image size differ by about 0.95, but they are still 
        %scaled the same (in other words, it is smaller due to an 
        %imsize operation in optic_flow_brox and NOT because of a 
        %cropping operation! (at least, as far as I can tell...). 
        %The "optic flow" data (or the image registration 
        %coefficients) are stored in u and v. 
        figure(9) 
        [u,v,im1_hr,im2_hr] = optic_flow_brox(t1,t2,alpha,gamma); 
         
%         %% 
        %now resize u and v to match the size of the original input 
        %image. This only amounts to a resizing of about 5% larger. 
         
        [xo,yo] = ndgrid(1:imgsizex,1:imgsizey); 
         
        u2 = imresize(u,[imgsizey,imgsizex])'; 
        v2 = imresize(v,[imgsizey,imgsizex])'; 
        xi = xo+u2; 
        yi = yo+v2; 
         
        F = griddedInterpolant(xo,yo,im2','spline'); 
        imtmp = F(xi,yi)'; 
         
        %now apply the cofficients to the unfiltered im2 data for 
        %visualization purposes. 
%         imtmp = interp2(xo,yo,im2',xi,yi,'spline'); 
         
        %save the interpolation coefficients. 
        xi_out(:,:,n,m) = xi; 
        yi_out(:,:,n,m) = yi; 
        imgreg(:,:,n,m) = imtmp; 
%         %% 
%         %plot the output data. This plot will refresh very slowly 
%         %so it may not even be worth plotting until the very end 
%         %when the algorithm is completely done. 
%         figure(4) 
%         imagesc(im2) 
%         caxis([0 2]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
%         figure(5) 
% %         imagesc(abs(imtmp)) 
%         imagesc(abs(masterimg_nofilt)) 
%         caxis([0 2]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
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%         figure(6) 
%         imagesc(abs(imtmp)) 
%         caxis([0 2]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
%          
%         figure(7) 
%         imagesc(im1_hr) 
%         caxis([0 2]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
%         figure(8) 
%         imagesc(im2_hr) 
%         caxis([0 2]) 
%         colormap(gray(256)) 
%         pause(0.1) 
  
        time = toc; 
        time_total = time_total+time; 
        esttime = 10*time; 
        [time_total/60/60,esttime/60/60] 
         
    end 
end 
  
  
% save 'data\imgregcoeff_brox.mat' xi_out yi_out xo yo indexx indexy 
centroids imgsizex imgsizey 
  
%% Save coefficients for later use 
% Save these coefficients and use them / apply them to all subsequently 
% measured data. 
% xin = xin2; 
% yin = yin2; 
% save 'C:\Data\Aliasing2\CoreFiles_Cal2\imgregcoeff.mat' xinterp yinterp 
xin yin indexx indexy centroids 
  
save(['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\',gen_name,'_imgregcoeff_EJY.mat'],'indexx', 
'indexy', 'centroids') 
  
save(['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\',gen_name,'_imgregcoeff_brox_EJY.mat'], 'xi_out', 
'yi_out', 'xo', 'yo', 'indexx', 'indexy', 'centroids', 'imgsizex', 
'imgsizey') 
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Appendix E: Image registration Matlab code 

clear all 
close all 
  
rootpath = 'E:\SHIFT\Cal5\MonoData'; %works if you set the working path to 
whever you copy these files to 
  
% Load the previously calculated OPD map data and the image registration 
% data. 
pol = 45; 
gen = 0; 
  
if gen == 0 
    gen_name = 'pol'; 
    mrat = 1.24; 
end 
  
if gen == 1 
    gen_name = 'spec'; 
    mrat = 1.3; 
end 
  
imgregpath = ['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\',gen_name,'_imgregcoeff_brox_EJY.mat']; 
A = load(imgregpath); %xi_out yi_out xo yo indexx indexy centroids 
imgsizex imgsizey 
  
%load flatfield data 
%flat1 = 
abs(double(imread(['E:\SHIFT\Cal3\white0_2.tiff'],'tiff')));%abs(tximgs.fl
atfield_1-background);%double(imread('D:\Matlab\FTS\NewSHIFT\cal_07-18-
12\flatfield1.tiff','tiff')); 
%flat2 = 
abs(double(imread(['E:\SHIFT\Cal3\white90_2.tiff'],'tiff')));%abs(tximgs.f
latfield_2-background);%double(imread('D:\Matlab\FTS\NewSHIFT\cal_07-18-
12\flatfield2.tiff','tiff')); 
flat1 = abs(double(imread([rootpath,'\flat1.tiff'],'tiff'))); 
flat2 = abs(double(imread([rootpath,'\flat2.tiff'],'tiff'))); 
%flat = double(fliplr(splitter(flat_gen(flat1,flat2),gen))); 
flat = double(flat_gen(flat1,flat2)); 
  
%some wavelengths see no light. Load these wavelengths as the darkframe 
% darklambdas = [425,425.5,426,774,774.5];%749:0.5:750; 
% tmp2 = zeros(size(flat1)); 
% for n=1:length(darklambdas) 
%     tmp = 
double(imread([rootpath,'\Polarizations\',num2str(pol),'\MonoData\',num2st
r(darklambdas(n)),'.tiff'],'tiff')); 
%     tmp2 = tmp2+tmp; 
% end 
%darkframe = splitter(tmp2./length(darklambdas),gen); 
%darkframe = tmp2./length(darklambdas); 
  
darkframe = double(imread([rootpath,'\dark.tiff'],'tiff')); 
%dark150 = double(imread('E:\SHIFT\Cal4\dark150.tiff')); 
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flat = double(flat-darkframe); 
szf = size(flat); 
flat(:,(szf(2)/2+1:end)) = flat(:,(szf(2)/2+1:end)).*mrat; 
flat = fliplr(flat); 
  
%% Examine darkframe 
close all 
  
figure(1) 
imagesc(darkframe) 
caxis([0 5*mean(mean(darkframe))]) 
title('Darkframe') 
%colormap gray 
  
%% Examine darkframe corrected flat field 
figure(2) 
imagesc(flat) 
caxis([0 5*mean(mean(flat))]) 
title('Darkframe corrected flat field') 
%colormap gray 
  
%% Examine base scene 
scene = 
double((imread(['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\Polarizations\',num2str(pol),'\MonoData\600
.tiff']))); 
%scene = splitter(scene,gen); 
figure(3) 
imagesc(scene) 
caxis([0 5*mean(mean(scene))]) 
title('Base Scene') 
  
%% Examine darkframe subtracted scene 
scene_df = scene-darkframe; 
figure(4) 
imagesc(scene_df) 
caxis([0 5*mean(mean(scene_df))]) 
title('Dark frame subtracted scene') 
  
%% Examine resp normalized scene 
scene(:,(sz(2)/2+1:end)) = scene(:,(sz(2)/2+1:end)).*mrat; 
figure(5) 
imagesc(scene_resp) 
caxis([0 5*mean(mean(scene_resp))]) 
title(['Responsivity corrected measurement']) 
  
%% Examine flat field normalized scene 
scene_ff = fliplr(scene_resp)./flat; 
var = isnan(scene_ff); 
scene_ff(var) = 0; 
% scene = cleannans(scene); 
var = abs(scene_ff) == Inf; 
scene_ff(var) = 0; 
figure(5) 
imagesc(scene_ff) 
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caxis([0 5*mean(mean(scene_ff))]) 
title('Dark frame substracted and flat field divided scene') 
  
%% Plots of intensities within QWP and LP regions 
figure(6) 
plot(scene_ff(812,:)) 
title('Intensity across corrected/normalized scene at x=812 (QWP)') 
  
figure(7) 
plot(scene_ff(2436,:)) 
title('Intensity across corrected/normalized scene at x=2436 (LP)') 
  
%% 
imgsizex = A.imgsizex; 
imgsizey = A.imgsizey; 
  
% lambda_recon = 515:0.5:750;%515:0.5:750;%425:0.5:739; 
fnames = 
dir(['E:\SHIFT\Cal5\MonoData\',num2str(pol),'pol\Unregistered\']); 
fnames = fnames(3:end); 
for n=1:length(fnames);%length(lambda_recon) 
    fnames(n).name 
    savename = fnames(n).name(1:end-5);%[num2str(lambda_recon(n))]; 
    scenepath = 
['E:\SHIFT\Cal5\MonoData\',num2str(pol),'pol\Unregistered\',savename,'.tif
f']; 
    % savename = ['imgreg1']; 
    % scenepath = [rootpath,'\',savename,'.tiff']; 
    scene = double(imread(scenepath,'tiff')); 
    sz = size(scene); 
    scene = abs(scene-darkframe); 
    scene(:,(sz(2)/2+1:end)) = scene(:,(sz(2)/2+1:end)).*mrat; %scaling 
here for responsivity change 
    scene = fliplr(scene); 
     
    %xi_out yi_out xo yo indexx indexy centroids imgsizex imgsizey 
    debug = 0; 
    [imgreg3] = 
RegisterFramesFunctionBrox_EJY(scene,imgsizex,imgsizey,flat,A,debug,gen); 
%     T = 35; %normalization factor for conversion to uint16 
%     if 2.4*mean(mean(mean(imgreg3))) > T 
%         error('Threshold may be too low') 
%     end 
    imgreg3 = single(imgreg3);%./T*2^16); 
%     plot(abs(fftshift(fft(squeeze(imgreg3(100,100,:)))))) 
    plot(squeeze(imgreg3(100,100,:))) 
    pause(0.01) 
    
save(['E:\SHIFT\Cal5\MonoData\',num2str(pol),'pol\Registered\',gen_name,'\
',savename,'.mat'],'imgreg3'); 
     
end 
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Appendix F: H-matrix construction Matlab code 

%clear all 
close all 
  
rootpath = 'E:\SHIFT\Cal5'; %works if you set the working path to whever 
you copy these files to 
xloc = 100; 
yloc = 100; 
  
% Load the previously calculated OPD map data and the image registration 
% data. 
imgregpath = ['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\pol_imgregcoeff_brox_EJY.mat']; 
Apol = load(imgregpath); %xi_out yi_out xo yo indexx indexy centroids 
imgsizex imgsizey 
imgregpath = ['E:\SHIFT\Cal4\spec_imgregcoeff_brox_EJY.mat']; 
Aspec = load(imgregpath); 
  
%load flatfield data 
% flat1 = double(flipper(imread('E:\SHIFT\Cal3\white0_2.tiff','tiff'))); 
% flat2 = double(flipper(imread('E:\SHIFT\Cal3\white90_2.tiff','tiff'))); 
% flat = flat_gen(flat1,flat2); 
  
  
%% Load all monochromatic dataframes into memory or pagefile 
polmonopath0 = [rootpath,'\MonoData\0pol\Registered\pol\']; 
dpol0 = dir(polmonopath0); 
tmp = load([polmonopath0,dpol0(10).name]); 
dpol0 = dpol0(3:end); 
sz = size(tmp.imgreg3); 
for n=1:length(dpol0) 
    pollambda0(n) = str2num(dpol0(n).name(1:end-4)); 
end 
[pollambda0,I] = sort(pollambda0); %sort the array ascending 
  
% specmonopath0 = 
[rootpath,'\Polarizations\0\spec_MonoData_Registered_fdcorr\']; 
% dspec0 = dir(specmonopath0); 
% tmp = load([specmonopath0,dspec0(10).name]); 
% dspec0 = dspec0(3:end); 
% sz = size(tmp.imgreg3); 
% for n=1:length(dspec0) 
%     speclambda0(n) = str2num(dspec0(n).name(1:end-4)); 
% end 
% [speclambda0,I] = sort(speclambda0); %sort the array ascending 
  
polmonopath45 = [rootpath,'\MonoData\45pol\Registered\pol\']; 
dpol45 = dir(polmonopath45); 
tmp = load([polmonopath45,dpol45(10).name]); 
dpol45 = dpol45(3:end); 
sz = size(tmp.imgreg3); 
for n=1:length(dpol45) 
    pollambda45(n) = str2num(dpol45(n).name(1:end-4)); 
end 
[pollambda45,I] = sort(pollambda45); %sort the array ascending 
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specmonopath45 = [rootpath,'\MonoData\45pol\Registered\spec\']; 
dspec45 = dir(specmonopath45); 
tmp = load([specmonopath45,dspec45(10).name]); 
dspec45 = dspec45(3:end); 
sz = size(tmp.imgreg3); 
for n=1:length(dspec45) 
    speclambda45(n) = str2num(dspec45(n).name(1:end-4)); 
end 
[speclambda45,I] = sort(speclambda45); %sort the array ascending 
  
%% spectral 
% Hspec0 = zeros(sz(1),sz(2),sz(3),length(speclambda0),'single'); 
% for n=1:length(speclambda0) 
%     n 
%     tmp = load([specmonopath0,num2str(speclambda0(n)),'.mat']); 
%     Hspec0(:,:,:,n) = tmp.imgreg3;   
% end 
  
Hspec45 = zeros(sz(1),sz(2),sz(3),length(speclambda45),'single'); 
for n=1:length(speclambda45) 
    n 
    tmp = load([specmonopath45,num2str(speclambda45(n)),'.mat']); 
    Hspec45(:,:,:,n) = tmp.imgreg3;     
end 
  
%% polarizations 
Hpol0 = zeros(sz(1),sz(2),sz(3),length(pollambda0),'single'); 
for n=1:length(pollambda0) 
    n 
    tmp = load([polmonopath0,num2str(pollambda0(n)),'.mat']); 
    Hpol0(:,:,:,n) = tmp.imgreg3;     
end 
  
Hpol45 = zeros(sz(1),sz(2),sz(3),length(pollambda45),'single'); 
for n=1:length(pollambda45) 
    n 
    tmp = load([polmonopath45,num2str(pollambda45(n)),'.mat']); 
    Hpol45(:,:,:,n) = tmp.imgreg3;     
end 
  
 %% Normalize all of the measured data to the spectral response of the 
monochromator and lamp, as measured by a calibrated radiometer 
% load 'Cal1\radiometer_measurements.mat' lambda_rad intens_rad 
% lambda_rad(end+1) = 755; 
% intens_rad(end+1) = 26.5; 
% intens_radi = interp1(lambda_rad,intens_rad,lambda,'spline'); 
% plot(lambda,intens_radi) 
  
% B=load('cal5\RadiometerCal5Data.mat'); 
% lambda_rad = B.RadiometerMerged(:,1); 
% intensity_rad = B.RadiometerMerged(:,2); 
% intens_radi = interp1(lambda_rad,intensity_rad,lambda,'linear'); 
% plot(lambda,intens_radi,lambda_rad,intensity_rad) 
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% %% 
% for n=1:length(lambda) 
%     n 
%     H(:,:,:,n) = H(:,:,:,n)./intens_radi(n); 
% end 
  
intens_tmp = load('E:\SHIFT\Cal4\rad_data_cal4_2.txt'); 
%intens_tmp = load('E:\SHIFT\Cal4\Polarizations\radiometer_data0.txt'); 
lambda_rad = intens_tmp(:,1); 
intens_rad = intens_tmp(:,2); 
intens_rad(3:332) = intens_rad(3:332).*1000; 
intens_rad(679:685) = intens_rad(679:685).*1000; 
%intens_rad = intens_rad+abs(min(intens_rad)); 
%intens_rad = abs(intens_rad); 
intens_rad = intens_rad./max(intens_rad); 
%intens_rad(615:end) = 0.2; 
%intens_radi = interp1(lambda_rad,intens_rad,speclambda0,'spline'); 
  
%plot(intens_rad) 
  
  
%% spectral 
% tmp = max(squeeze(max(Hspec0(100,100,:,:)))); 
% %Hspec0 = zeros(size(Hspec0)); 
% for n=1:length(speclambda0) 
%     n 
%     tmp2 = Hspec0(:,:,:,n); 
%     Hspec0(:,:,:,n) = tmp2./intens_rad(n);    
% end 
  
%tmp = max(squeeze(max(Hspec45(100,100,:,:)))); 
for n=1:length(speclambda45) 
    n 
    tmp2 = Hspec45(:,:,:,n); 
    Hspec45(:,:,:,n) = tmp2./intens_rad(n);    
end 
  
%% polarization 
%tmp = max(squeeze(max(Hpol0(100,100,:,:)))); 
for n=1:length(pollambda0) 
    n 
    tmp2 = Hpol0(:,:,:,n); 
    Hpol0(:,:,:,n) = tmp2./intens_rad(n);    
end 
  
%tmp = max(squeeze(max(Hpol45(100,100,:,:)))); 
for n=1:length(pollambda45) 
    n 
    tmp2 = Hpol45(:,:,:,n); 
    Hpol45(:,:,:,n) = tmp2./intens_rad(n);    
end 
  
%% Apply a spatial filter to the sub-images in H to smooth out and reduce 
the noise 
sz = size(Hspec45); 
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F = hamming_filter(sz(1)/2+1,sz(2)/2+1,35,sz(1),sz(2),0,1); 
  
%% spectral 
% hwps02 = zeros(sz,'single'); 
% for n=1:length(speclambda0) %lamda 
%     n 
%     for g=1:(sz(3)) %opd 
%         %tmp = double(squeeze(H0(:,:,g,n)))./intens_radi(n); 
%         tmp = double(squeeze(Hspec0(:,:,g,n))); 
%         tmp2 = single(abs(ifft2(ifftshift(fftshift(fft2(tmp)).*F)))); 
%  
%         hwps02tmp(:,:,g,n) = tmp2'; 
%     end 
% end 
%hwps02 = squeeze(hwps02tmp(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
% clearvars Hspec0 hwps02tmp 
  
hwps02tmp = zeros(sz,'single'); 
for n=1:length(speclambda45) %lamda 
    n 
    for g=1:(sz(3)) %opd 
        %tmp = double(squeeze(H0(:,:,g,n)))./intens_radi(n); 
        tmp = double(squeeze(Hspec45(:,:,g,n))); 
        tmp2 = single(abs(ifft2(ifftshift(fftshift(fft2(tmp)).*F)))); 
        hwps02tmp(:,:,g,n) = tmp2'; 
    end 
end 
hwps02 = squeeze(hwps02tmp(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
clearvars Hspec0 hwps02tmp 
  
%% polarization 
H3pol0tmp = zeros(sz,'single'); 
for n=1:length(pollambda0) %lamda 
    n 
    for g=1:(sz(3)) %opd 
        %tmp = double(squeeze(H0(:,:,g,n)))./intens_radi(n); 
        tmp = double(squeeze(Hpol0(:,:,g,n))); 
        tmp2 = single(abs(ifft2(ifftshift(fftshift(fft2(tmp)).*F)))); 
  
        H3pol0tmp(:,:,g,n) = tmp2'; 
    end 
end 
H3pol0 = squeeze(H3pol0tmp(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
clearvars H3pol0tmp Hpol0 
  
H3pol45tmp = zeros(sz,'single'); 
for n=1:length(pollambda45) %lamda 
    n 
    for g=1:(sz(3)) %opd 
        %tmp = double(squeeze(H45(:,:,g,n)))./intens_radi(n); 
        tmp = double(squeeze(Hpol45(:,:,g,n))); 
        tmp2 = single(abs(ifft2(ifftshift(fftshift(fft2(tmp)).*F)))); 
  
        H3pol45tmp(:,:,g,n) = tmp2'; 
    end 
end 
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H3pol45 = squeeze(H3pol45tmp(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
clearvars H3pol45tmp Hpol45 
  
%% Determine S0 for QWP by filtering with LPF 
szh = size(hwps02); 
L = 1*pi; 
qwps0 = zeros(szh); 
filt = cosfilt(0,0,L,szh(1),1,'lpf','Hamming'); 
  
for n=1:szh(2) %lamda 
    n 
    tmp = double(H3pol0(:,n)); 
    tmp2 = abs(ifft(fft(tmp).*filt)); 
    qwps0(:,n) = tmp2; 
end 
  
imagesc(qwps0) 
  
%% Subtract S0 out to get S1 and S2 
qwps1 = (H3pol0-qwps0); 
%clearvars H3pol0 
  
qwps2 = (H3pol45-qwps0); 
%clearvars H3pol45 
  
%% Creating the full H-matrix 
sz2 = size(squeeze(hwps02(:,:))); 
  
fullH = zeros(2*sz2(1),3*sz2(2)); 
  
% fullH(1:sz2(1),1:sz2(2)) = squeeze((qwps0(xloc,yloc,:,:))); 
% fullH(1:sz2(1),(sz2(2)+1):(2*sz2(2))) = squeeze(qwps1(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
% fullH(1:sz2(1),(2*sz2(2)+1):(3*sz2(2))) = squeeze(qwps2(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
% fullH((sz2(1)+1):(2*sz2(1)),(1:sz2(2))) = 
squeeze(hwps02(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
% fullH((sz2(1)+1):(2*sz2(1)),(2*sz2(2)+1):(3*sz2(2))) = 
squeeze(hwps02(xloc,yloc,:,:)); 
  
fullH(1:sz2(1),1:sz2(2)) = qwps0;  
fullH(1:sz2(1),(sz2(2)+1):(2*sz2(2))) = qwps1;  
fullH(1:sz2(1),(2*sz2(2)+1):(3*sz2(2))) = qwps2;  
fullH((sz2(1)+1):(2*sz2(1)),(1:sz2(2))) = hwps02;  
fullH((sz2(1)+1):(2*sz2(1)),(2*sz2(2)+1):(3*sz2(2))) = hwps02;  
  
imagesc(fullH) 
title('Fully assembled H-matrix') 
xlabel('Wavelength (projected)') 
ylabel('OPD') 
 
 


